Introduction

Up & under

Armadale House: Melbourne, Australia - Jackson Clements Burrows Architects

Brooklyn house: New York, USA - Baumann Architecture

Furniture maker's bedroom: Lille, France - Isabelle Menu and Luc Saison

Lightweight penthouse: Stuttgart, Germany - Hartwig N. Schneider Architekten

Photographer's penthouse: New York, USA - Christoff:Finio Architecture

House Ray 1: Vienna, Austria - Delugan Meissl Associated Architects

Rooftop bedrooms: Montrouge, France - Tectone

Underground entertainment space: London, UK - Granit Chartered Architects

Vermont Avenue House: Moss Beach, California, USA - Aidlin Darling Design

Villa at Lake Bled: Slovenia - Ofis Arhitekti

Violin House: Melbourne, Australia - Cassandra Complex

Symbiont Friedrich extension: Merzig, Germany - FloSundK architektur + urbanistik

Back & front

57 South Hill Park: London, UK - Robert Dye Associates

Bell-Simpson House: Stirlingshire, UK - NORD Architecture

Caristo House: Sydney, Australia - Sam Crawford Architects

Clifton Hill rear extension: Melbourne, Australia - Adam Dettrick

Lee Residence: La Jolla, California, USA - Public

Patio House: Nantes, France - Michelle Pasquier

Rear family room: London, UK - Map Projects Ltd

Solar Umbrella: Venice, California, USA - Pugh + Scarpa

Tall Acres: Pittsford, New York, USA - Studio for Architecture

Sideways

50 Pilgrim's lane: London, UK - Eldridge Smerin

Artist's studio: Vidreres, Spain - Josep Llobet

Casa A-F: Vallvidrera, Spain - exe.arquitectura

CG Annexe: Caldetas, Spain - Francesc Rife SL

Dirk Cove House: County Cork, Ireland - Niall McLaughlin

Frankfort House: Brussels, Belgium - Atelier d'Architecture Pierre Hebbelinck

New Cabana: Girona, Spain - Hidalgo Hartmann

Santa Barbara Ranch House: Santa Barbara, California, USA - Nick Noyes Architecture

Villa 57+: Dortmund, Germany - ArchiFactory.de

Outdoors

Dr Gabka House: Munich, Germany - Landau + Kindelbacher Architekten

Duane Street Live/Work Space: New York, USA - Marpillero Pollak Architects

Manhattan roof-terrace: New York, USA - Studio Rinaldi

Terrace and Swimming pool: Nantes, France - Muirisserie Parent-Rachdi
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